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Among the various events at this years’ Miami madness called Basel were the multi-light projects that immerse you into art in the Wynwood District. BSA’s Oranges brought new large scale panels and installations from fourteen international artists who have all done art in the streets at some stage of their career and represent some of the better known as well as a few up-and-comers.

The corporate-sponsored project curated by real estate CEO Jason Goldner of Goldner Properties also debuted The Wynwood Walls Gallery, a new space that cleverly added instant height to the scene by stacking shipping containers on top of each other.

The invited list of artists includes Case (Germany), C215 (France), Okuda (Spain), Telmo Miel (Spain), Emi Ozawa (Japan), restricting (USA), ST/Tur (Brazil), The London Police (UK), Logon Hiko (Taiwan), Pichi & Avi (Spain), Esteban Bardales (USA), and Urban Diaz (Puerto Rico).